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Details of Visit:

Author: L_city_J
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 28 May 2017 11:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual Bletchley House. Parking very easy, discreetly comfortable. Good showers, clean interior,
clean towels, well furnished. Reasonably safe location, but there is northing around, so I usually just
sit in my car to wait.  

The Lady:

Amy is beautiful. In the very traditional sense, young, sweet, natural, fresh. Certainly not the wild
pornstar look, but typical girl next door you have a crush from your teenage years. An
'unadulterated' body, just a couple of discreet tattoos. She looks adorable with her large eyes and
sweet tips, tastefully minimal make up on her fair skin. She tasted minty fresh everywhere. She is a
tall girl with soft natural breast and body. Apparently she has been an escort for some time now, but
I am guessing she is in her early twenties still.

One thing though, the photos are due for an overhaul as there is little resemblance to her real
person. As the cliche goes, don't worry, she looks better in person - even better when she shows
you what she can get up to!

The Story:

Saw her twice in a day! I cannot wait to go back. MKE is great with bookings, as far, not missed an
appointment so far and I have been there dozens of times. Seeing that Amy doesn't have any
reviews, I confirmed with MKE that she offers a GFE before the booking. For those readers who
have not been before, you get shown into on of the rooms by the lady receptionist who opens the
door for you. Usually you wait just a few moments for the lady to come in, and you complete the
paperwork with the lady directly.

On this occasion, much the same. Amy wore a sexy black outfit as she entered the room. After the
paperwork was done, she threw her arms around me and gave me the warmest, wettest kiss I have
had in years - I fell in love with her there and then. The whole experience (first and second) did not
lack intimacy at any point. The few very basic positions we engaged in were brilliantly done in a
perfect GFE fashion, its the simple things that count. I finished inside her, not gone for anything
adventurous, I am just old fashioned.
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For those who wants to know, she demonstrated excellent oral skills, very sensual and warm
blowjob.

Being a straight talking young lady, Amy stayed bubbly throughout, and she even showed a tender
and sweeter side as the session went on which had been a pleasant surprise. We cuddled and
relaxed after our session. A satisfying session indeed.

Having been punting for a good 10 years now, there is no point hiding Gems for myself - what goes
around comes around, and we need to encourage good behaviours!
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